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ABSTRACT

Amplitude modulation (AM) quantifies the top-down interactions between the large-scale motions (LSMs) in the outer layer and the near-
ground turbulence structures. They are important to the momentum transport and pollutant dispersion in urban atmospheric surface layers
(ASLs). The dataset of large-eddy simulation over a densely built region in Kowloon Peninsula, Hong Kong, therefore, is adopted to investi-
gate the AM of small-scale eddies by LSMs in the ASL over real urban morphology. Alike its smooth-wall counterpart, the small-scale eddies
are (positively) amplitude modulated by the LSMs in most regions of the roughness sublayer (RSL). However, negative AM is unexpectedly
found in the RSL on the building windward side in this study, illustrating the heterogeneity of the urban surface and the flow dynamics being
affected aloft. In addition, strong sweep (u0 > 0 and w0 < 0) and ejection (u0 < 0 and w0 > 0) dominate the flows, respectively, in the positive
and negative AM zones. In the positive AM zones, the large-scale sweep (uL0 > 0) leads to the surplus in the small-scale turbulence kinetic
energy (TKE), while the large-scale ejection (uL0 < 0) brings a TKE deficit to the small-scale eddies. By contrast, the large-scale sweeps result
in a TKE deficit to the small-scale eddies and the large-scale ejections result in a TKE surplus in the negative AM zones. These findings could
help elucidate the AM over different building designs and urban morphology in cities, promoting the momentum transport and pollutant
dispersion via proper city planning.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0135475

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, air pollution has undoubtedly been recognized as
a serious, worldwide public health concern that is related to millions of
premature deaths annually (Forouzanfar et al., 2016, Shrivastava et al.,
2016). In cities, rapid industrialization and urbanization have often led
to poor air quality, significantly incurring the risk of physical and psy-
chological affliction. Industrial emissions, vehicular exhaust, cooking
effluent, and heating discharge are the primary sources of air pollu-
tants in metropolis; the situation is unfortunately exacerbated by dense
buildings and imperfect urban design. Moreover, the elevated concen-
trations of aerosols in cities are arousing public worry about the

respiratory disease (Rowe et al., 2021, Farkas et al., 2022). Felicitous
urban planning helps remediate the environmental influence from/on
ill-protected buildings such as infectious disease hospitals (source) or
schools and retirement homes (vulnerable groups; Alirol et al., 2011,
Lee et al., 2020).

The wind is the basic driving force for pollutant dilution, aerosol
removal, and thermal comfort. However, the massive constructions in
urban areas slow down the winds tacitly that, in turn, weakens
ground-level ventilation. In particular, a (thin) roughness sublayer
(RSL) is developed over the buildings and below the (conventional)
inertial sublayer (ISL). The rather homogeneous ISL dynamics are well
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described by the Monin–Obukhov similarity theory (MOST).
Whereas, RSL winds and turbulence are inhomogeneous in response
to individual buildings (Giometto et al., 2016, Li et al., 2019). The
small-scale, wall-attached RSL eddies shelter the urban canopy layers
(UCLs) from the entrainment of large-scale eddies from the ISL (or
even the outer layer), suppressing the local transport of heat, mass,
and momentum (Wang et al., 2016).

The studies of turbulence structures in atmospheric surface layers
(ASLs) originated from the experiments and simulations of the flows over
smooth walls (Kline et al., 1967, Corino et al., 1969, and Lu et al., 1973)
and idealized urban morphology (Raupach, 1981, Bandyopadhyay et al.,
1988, Bisset et al., 1991, and Coceal et al., 2007). With the recent advance-
ment in model fabrication, measurement techniques, and computation
science, the flows over real urban surfaces have been described in detail
through wind tunnel experiments (Perret et al., 2018, Bross et al., 2019,
and Mo et al., 2021), field measurements (Lotfy et al., 2019, Li et al.,
2021), and large-eddy simulations (LESs; Inagaki et al., 2017, Salesky
et al., 2018, Auvinen et al., 2020, and Yao et al., 2022). The ASL turbu-
lence structures exhibit a wide range of motion scales. In particular,
some latest studies have unveiled the existence of large-scale motions
(LSMs) with rather high energy as well as efficient transport (Li et al.,
2019, Auvinen et al., 2020, Wu et al., 2020, and Lin et al., 2021). For
example, the footprint of high-speed ASL LSMs was detected in direct
numerical simulation (DNS) (Agostini et al., 2018) and LES (Liu et al.,
2023a, 2023b). These large-scale structures, whose (streamwise) wave-
length kx could be up to ten times the thickness of the turbulent bound-
ary layer (TBL) d, contain a large portion of the turbulence kinetic
energy (TKE) in the outer layer. Their transport is more efficient than
that of the small-scale ones. In addition, very large-scale motions
(VLSMs; extending to over 20d in length) were found populating the
logarithmic region of TBLs (Hutchins et al., 2007a). They leave a foot-
print in the near-ground regions and even UCLs where small-scale
eddies dominate.

The momentum transfer and pollutant transport in street can-
yons are complicated by the wide spectrum of eddy structures associ-
ated with heterogeneous buildings (Mo et al., 2021). Because of the
less efficient transport of small-scale eddies in street canyons (Wang
et al., 2016, Li et al., 2019), the LSMs (and their interaction with the
small eddies in street canyons) have drawn research attention because
the VLSM entrainment from the outer layer could substantially
enhance the local turbulence level to improve the street-canyon trans-
port efficiency (Mathis et al., 2009, Bernardini et al., 2011, Mathis
et al., 2011, Perret et al., 2013, Talluru et al., 2014, Tang et al., 2019,
and Kim et al., 2020). For example, it was reported that the small-scale
flow structures in the near-ground region are subject to a high degree
of amplitude modulation (AM) from much larger-scale motions
(Mathis et al., 2009). In other words, the amplitude of small-scale sig-
nals increases and decreases, respectively, with the positive and nega-
tive fluctuations of large-scale signals. More specifically, the large
regions of streamwise momentum deficit (associated with the low-
speed footprint of the VLSMs) are accompanied by reduced small-
scale fluctuations in the near-wall region. In contrast, for large-scale,
high-momentum fluids, the small-scale fluctuating component is
more energetic (Hutchins et al., 2007b). Afterward, two-point AM cor-
relation demonstrated that these LSMs from the TBL core regions
impose a top-down interaction between the outer layer and the near-
ground region (Bernardini et al., 2011). Moreover, (the amplitudes of)

all the components of fluctuating velocity and momentum flux are
modulated in a manner similar to that of the streamwise fluctuating
velocity (u0; Talluru et al., 2014). These studies have advanced our
understanding of near-ground turbulence structures and dynamics
together with the energy budget.

Lately, the influence of (individual) buildings on AM has drawn
keen attention. By explicitly resolving the roughness elements, it was
shown that large-scale fluctuating velocities exhibit stronger AM on
both the small and dissipative scales in the near-ground regions (Tang
et al., 2018). In addition, the perturbation induced by the roughness
elements shortens the time shifts between small-scale variations
(amplitude and frequency) and large-scale fluctuations. These findings
elucidate the interaction between the near-ground region and the
outer layer, shedding some light on the potential of promoting near-
ground (vertical) transport by AM over urban areas.

Although concerted effort has been sought, most AM studies
available in the literature have been based on either smooth wall or
arrays of identical, idealized roughness elements. Our understanding
of AM in the flows over real urban morphology (complex rough surfa-
ces) is rather limited. It, in turn, hinders the exploitation of the afore-
mentioned highly efficient, energetic VLSMs (in the outer layer) from
enhancing the pedestrian-level ventilation. Cities are characterized by
building clusters with different shapes, layouts, and orientations
(Auvinen et al., 2020, Mo et al., 2021, and Yao et al., 2022) which
would impose diversified effects on the AM. Hence, there is a need to
investigate the roles of heterogeneous urban surfaces in AM and the
subsequent influence on transport processes. To the best knowledge of
the authors, this paper is the first attempt to investigate the AM in the
ASLs over real urban morphology.

In this study, the LES dataset over a densely built downtown area in
Kowloon Peninsula, Hong Kong, is adopted to compare the AM between
smooth and real-urban surfaces. The influence of heterogeneous build-
ings is critically examined that unveils certain negative AM zones in the
RSL (near the buildings and ground) for the first time. The dissimilar
flow patterns (ejection Q2 and sweep Q4) in positive and negative AM
zones are further compared by the joint probability density function
(JPDF) of streamwise (u0) and vertical (w0) fluctuating velocities which
could be used to investigate the flow anisotropy (Reuther et al., 2020). By
the JPDF sampled at different scales, the key contributors to the flow
anisotropy and asymmetry are identified. Finally, the spatiotemporal
conditional sampling reveals how the (positive and negative) AM influ-
ences the TKE of small-scale eddies in response to large-scale ejectionQ2
and sweepQ4 events over real urban morphology.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. Governing equation

LES of isothermal and incompressible flows is adopted in our
work. There is no doubt that thermal stratification in urban ASLs is
important (Barlow, 2014, Aliabadi et al., 2019). Hence, thermal condi-
tions, such as urban heat island, will be considered in our future work.
The principal idea behind LES is to reduce the complexity by modeling
the smallest turbulence length scales, which are isotropic but most
computationally expensive to resolve, via spatially filtering the Navier–
Stokes equations. As such, the equations governing the conservation
of mass and momentum in resolved scales are
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@eum

@xm
¼ 0 (1)

and

@eum

@t
þ @

@xn
eumeun ¼ � @ep

@xm
� @smm

@xm
� @smn

@xn
; (2)

respectively, where overtilde ew denotes the spatial filter for LES
resolved scales, eum is the resolved-scale velocity vector, and t is the
time. The summation convention on repeated indices (m, n¼ 1, 2,
and 3) applies. Hence, eu, ev , and ew are the resolved-scale velocity com-
ponents in the streamwise (x), spanwise (y), and vertical (z) direction
of Cartesian coordinates, respectively. Moreover, ep is the resolved-
scale kinematic pressure and

smn ¼ gumun � eumeun ¼ ��SGS
@eum

@xn
þ @eun

@xm

� �
þ 2
3
kSGSdmn; (3)

the (unresolvable) anisotropic component of subgrid-scale (SGS)
momentum flux which is modeled by the Smagorinsky model
(Smagorinsky, 1963) as a common approach in atmospheric boundary
layer modeling (Aliabadi et al., 2018, Ahmadi-Baloutaki et al., 2021).
Here, dmn is the Kronecker delta,

�SGS ¼ Ckk
1=2
SGSD (4)

is the SGS kinematic viscosity, Ck (¼0.07) is the Smagorinsky constant,
D (¼ DX1/3) is the LES filter width (Deardorff, 1970), and DX is the
volume of the computation cell. In addition, the one-equation SGS
TKE model,

@kSGS
@t

þ @

@xm
kSGSeum ¼ � 1

2
smn

@eum

@xn
þ @

@xm
�SGS

@kSGS
@xm

� �
� Ce

k3=2SGS

D
;

(5)

is adopted to ensure SGS TKE conservation (Cheng and Yang, 2023).
Here, Ce (¼1.05) is a model constant for SGS TKE dissipation
(Yoshizawa et al., 1985).

B. Numerical method

The governing equations are solved by the finite volume method
(FVM) of OpenFOAM-V1806 (OpenFOAM, 2022). The conservation
of momentum is integrated in the time domain by the implicit, sec-
ond-order-accurate backward differencing. The gradient and the
divergence terms are solved, respectively, by the second-order-accurate
Gaussian FVM integration of cell-limited gradient scheme and the
limited linear divergence schemes. The PIMPLE algorithm
(OpenFOAM, 2022) is implemented to handle the pressure–velocity
coupling. The preconditioner is the geometric algebraic multigrid
(GAMG) method. Afterward, the pressure is solved by the conjugate
gradient (CG) method. Other variables are solved by the bi-conjugate
gradient (PBiCG) method. The convergence criterion is the residual
less than 10�8 between two steps of the Krylov iteration. The mathe-
matical model is integrated for 6000 s for initialization. After the flow
reaches a quasi-steady state, another 7200 s (¼100Have/us) are
recorded that is long enough to ensure statistical convergence
(Bernardini et al., 2014, Vinuesa et al., 2016). Here, Have (¼ 36m) is
the mean building height and us (¼0.59m s�1) is the friction velocity
across the entire spatial domain.

C. Computation domain and boundary conditions

The computation domain features a highly detailed description
of a densely built downtown area in Kowloon Peninsula, Hong Kong
[Fig. 1(a)]. It is discretized by 9.1 � 106 finite volume (FV) cells [Fig.
1(b)]. The streamwise (x), spanwise (y), and vertical (z) extent is Lx
(¼5440m), Ly (¼ 1230m), and Lz (¼ 2000m), respectively. The pre-
vailing mean wind speed in the entire domain is less than 10m s�1.
The characteristic size D (¼ DX1/3) of individual FV cells varies from
0.65 to 60m, so the time step is set to Dt¼ 0.02 s to fulfill the
Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) criteria (CFL number less than
unity). A grid stretching from 1:2 to 1:4 is implemented to the near-
ground region to refine the spatial resolution. In the near-ground
regions (z� 100 m), the characteristic mesh spacing D (¼ DX1/3,
where DX is the volume of computation cell) is around 3m, whose
5%, 50%, and 95% percentiles are 3.08, 3.81, and 4.22m, respectively.
This spatial resolution also fulfills one of the practical guidelines
(Tominaga et al., 2008) that is 1/10 of the building length scale (mean
height Have ¼ 36m in the current case) in the near-ground regions.
The dimensionless size of the mesh next to the building facades yþ

(¼D � uw/� ¼_(3 m� 0.02 m s�1)/1.557� 10�5 m2 s�1 ¼ 3.85
� 103, where uw [¼ (sw/q)

1/2 ¼ 0.02m s�1] is the friction velocity, � is
the kinematic viscosity, sw is the wall shear stress, and q is the air den-
sity) is close to 4000 that falls within the logarithmic regions (Pope
et al., 2000). The current wall function follows Spalding (1962), that is,
applicable in entire laminar and turbulent flow regimes in view of the
infinitely high Reynolds number in practical flows.

The inlet boundary condition (BC) of wind speeds is given by

eu ¼ Us � z
zs

� �1=5

and eu ¼ ew ¼ 0; (6)

where Us is the average wind speed at reference height zs (¼ 300m) in
Hong Kong downtown. The domain ceiling and the lateral BCs are
prescribed as symmetry. Both the building facades and ground surfa-
ces are set to no-slip BCs. The free-stream velocity at the top boundary
is U1 ¼ 10m s�1 and the maximum building height is Hmax ¼ 180m.
The Reynolds number Re (¼ U1Hmax/�) is, therefore, more than 108,
fulfilling the independence from molecular viscosity. The mesh sensi-
tivity was carried out in our previous work (Cheng et al., 2021).
Besides, a reduced-scale wind tunnel experiment (Mo et al., 2021) was
carried out to validate our LES results. No major difference in statistics
is found in the comparison between LES and experiment (Yao et al.,
2022) or the change in resolution. In addition, the TBL height d
(¼330m), RSL top zRSL (¼ 95m), and ISL top zISL (¼ 228m) of the
whole computation domain are derived from our previous work.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. Scale decomposition and amplitude modulation

The signal of streamwise fluctuating velocities u0(t) is decomposed
into small-scale eddies (kx < d) and LSMs (kx > d) by a low-pass filter,
where the wavelength kx is determined by Taylor hypothesis (Taylor,
1938). In general, small-scale eddies populate in the near-ground
region, while the LSMs reside in the outer layer. In this study, the filter
cutoff is at TBL thickness kx¼ d that follows the suggestion of previous
studies (Mathis et al., 2009, Anderson, 2016, Tang et al., 2019, and Kim
et al., 2020). The subscripts L and S denote, respectively, the large-scale
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uL0(t) and small-scale uS0(t) components of (the streamwise) fluctuating
velocity.

AM describes how the large-scale flows (uL0) affect the amplitude
of their small-scale counterpart (uS0). The instantaneous amplitude of
small-scale signal (uS0) is represented by its envelope E(uS0), which is a
smooth curve outlining the extremities of the oscillating signal. In the
current case, the Hilbert transform (Huang et al., 1998) is applied to
extract the small-scale envelope [E(uS0)] that is the most common
approach adopted in the literature (Mathis et al., 2009, Kim et al.,
2020). Next, the low-pass filter is applied to E(uS0) to extract the large-
scale time trace [EL(uS0(t)] of the instantaneous amplitude of the high-
frequency signal uS0. According to Mathis et al. (2009) and Bernardini
et al. (2011), the AM coefficient,

RAM ¼ uL0EL uS0ð Þffiffiffiffiffiffi
u02L

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EL uS0ð Þ2

q ; (7)

measures the degree of small-scale eddies (uS0) being amplitude modu-
lated by the large-scale ones (uL0). It is noteworthy that the one-point
AM coefficient (RAM) in Eq. (7) provides a reasonable estimate of the
full-range two-point RAM (between near-ground and outer-layer
regions; Mathis et al., 2009, Bernardini et al., 2011, and Kim et al.,
2020). Therefore, the one-point RAM is exploited in this study to elabo-
rate the inner–outer interaction across the ASL over real urban
morphology.

B. Quadrant analysis and skewness factor

The turbulence signals in the streamwise u0 and vertical
w0 direction can be partitioned into four quadrants (Table I). Among
others, ejection Q2 (u0 < 0, w0 > 0) and sweep Q4 (u0 > 0, w0 < 0)
contribute most to momentum flux (u0w0). On the other hand, out-
ward interaction Q1 and inward interaction Q3 possess neglectable,
negative contributions.

Skewness (u0u0u0)/(u0u0)3/2 is commonly adapted to measure the
degree of asymmetry of probability density function (PDF) of velocity
signals (Ardeshiri et al., 2020). In the current case, the asymmetry dis-
tribution of (the streamwise) fluctuating velocity can be measured by
the skewness factor (Mathis et al., 2011),

Su ¼ u0u0u0; (8)

which is essentially equivalent to skewness. Applying the scale decom-
position u0 ¼ uL0 þ uS0, Eq. (8) is rewritten as

Su ¼ u03L þ 3 uL
0u02S þ u02L uS

0� �þ u03S ; (9)

FIG. 1. (a) Satellite image of downtown
Kowloon Peninsula, Hong Kong from
Google Maps. (b) LES computation
domain (Tsim Sha Tsui to Sham Shui Po).

TABLE I. Quadrant events of momentum flux u0w0.

Q1 (outward interaction) u0 > 0 w0 > 0
Q2 (ejection) u0 < 0 w0 > 0
Q3 (inward interaction) u0 < 0 w0 < 0
Q4 (sweep) u0 > 0 w0 < 0
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where uL0
3, uS0

3, and 3(uL0uS0
2þ uL0

2uS0) denote the asymmetry contri-
bution from large scales, the asymmetry contribution from small
scales, and the interaction between the large and small scales, respec-
tively. For example, if the skewness factor u0u0u0 > 0, more extremity
resides in sweep Q4 (u0 > 0), so energetic eddy entrainment populates.
By contrast, u0u0u0 < 0 implies more extremity in ejection Q2 (u0 < 0),
so burst events dominate.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Premultiplied energy spectrum

Figure 2 depicts the shaded contours of premultiplied energy
spectrum of streamwise fluctuating velocity kx/uu/us

2 as a function of
streamwise wavelength kx/d and elevation z. Here, kx (¼ 2p/kx) is the
streamwise wavenumber and/uu is the power spectrum of the stream-
wise fluctuating velocity (Moin, 2009, Squire et al., 2017). In the RSL
(z< 95 m), the streamwise TKE u0u0, which is mainly induced by the
wall-attached eddies generated from the shear between the prevailing
flows and the buildings (Marusic et al., 2019, Hu et al., 2020), concen-
trates in small scales (kx < d). By contrast, the energy is contributed
prominently from long wavelength (kx > d) in the ISL and the outer
layer that is mainly attributed to the well-developed VLSMs at high
Reynolds stress (Tang et al., 2016). The results agree well with their
counterparts over smooth wall or idealized urban morphology
(Ganapathisubramani et al., 2012, Perret et al., 2018, and Baars et al.,
2020). It is noteworthy that the contribution from LSMs is not negligi-
ble even in the RSL (z< 95 m). As such, the scale decomposition
reported in Sec. III is applied to investigate the scale interaction
between (small-scale) wall-attached eddies and LSMs.

B. Amplitude modulation

Figure 3 illustrates the one-point AM coefficient RAM of the
streamwise fluctuating velocity as a function of elevation z. The inner-
scale and outer-scale are applied for normalization in Figs. 3(a) and
3(b), respectively. For inner scaling, the wall-normal distance from
the smooth wall (Mathis et al., 2009, Tang et al., 2019) is presented in
the wall unit zþ (¼ zus/�). The elevation z over real-urban morphol-
ogy is normalized by the rough-wall analogy (z�d)/z0. Here, d is the
zero-plane displacement, signifying the vertical shift in flows in

response to the explicitly resolved roughness elements, and z0 is the
roughness height which is determined by the regression of the ISL log-
law of the mean streamwise velocity profile. This analogy is commonly
adopted in the comparison between smooth-wall and rough-wall
results (Cui et al., 2003, Leonardi et al., 2007, Hultmark et al., 2013,
and Mo and Liu, 2018). For the regions away from the ground in the
ISL and aloft, the outer-layer scaling (z�d)/d is commonly used to
compare the literature available for smooth walls (d¼ 0) and real-
urban cases (rough walls; d> 0).

In the RSL (z< 95 m), the nonzero AM coefficient RAM [Fig.
3(a)] provides a strong evidence that small-scale eddies associated with
the underlying buildings are modulated by the LSMs (Schlatter et al.,
2010). The results are in good agreement with their smooth-wall coun-
terparts (Mathis et al., 2009, Tang et al., 2019) under the inner scaling
[Fig. 3(a)]. However, a large discrepancy is observed in the RSL under
the outer scaling because of its inapplicability in the near-ground
regions [Fig. 3(b)]. This also echoes the importance of proper selection
of inner scale and outer scale in different ASL sublayers. In the RSL,
the flows are largely influenced by the resistance (form drag and fric-
tion drag) from urban surface. Hence, the (dimensionless) inner scale
that characterizes the surface features, such as roughness (z0) and
zero-plane displacement (d), works well in the cross-comparison
among different cases. By contrast, the outer scale is characterized by a
sufficiently large Reynolds number and fully developed turbulence
that is seldom affected by individual roughness elements in the near-
ground region. Therefore, the inner scale fails to give consistent results
in the cross-comparison above the ISL.

The AM coefficient RAM decreases with increasing elevation
whose zero-crossing is close to the ISL top (95< z< 228 m) under
both inner scaling and outer scaling. This finding concurs with the
previous work available in the literature (Mathis et al., 2009,

FIG. 2. Shaded contours of the premultiplied energy spectrum of streamwise fluc-
tuating velocity kx/uu/us

2 plotted as functions of streamwise wavelength kx/d and
elevation z.

FIG. 3. Amplitude modulation coefficient of streamwise fluctuating velocity RAM
plotted against the elevation z normalized by (a) inner-scale zþ for smooth wall
(Mathis et al., 2009, Tang et al., 2019) and (z – d)/z0 for the current case together
with (b) outer-layer scaling (z – d)/d. Note that d¼ 0 for the smooth wall and d> 0
for rough wall (the current case).
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Bernardini et al., 2011, and Anderson, 2016). In the outer layer
(z> 228 m), the tendency of RAM over real-urban morphology is con-
sistent with that of its smooth-wall counterpart under the outer-layer
scaling [Fig. 3(b)]. However, the inner scaling fails to give a compara-
ble result at that elevation [Fig. 3(a)]. Although all the three curves
invariably reach their global minima at (z�d) � d and local maxima
at (z�d)� 2d, the current RAM is slightly smaller in magnitude com-
pared with its smooth-wall counterpart. The major reason could be
the large difference in Reynolds number. The AM coefficient RAM was
shown to be an increasing function of the Reynolds number Res
(¼usd/�) at constant elevation (Yang et al., 2017). The flows over
smooth walls have been performed at finite Reynolds number (Res
¼ 2800 for Mathis et al., 2009 and Res ¼1024 for Tang et al., 2019). In
the current flows over real urban morphology, the Reynolds number
(Res � 5� 106) is much higher so uplifting RAM could be observed.

Figure 4 compares the AM coefficient RAM at different elevation
z over a range of building layouts. The strongest RAM is clearly
observed in street canyons [z¼ 50 m; Fig. 4(a)]. Obviously, the down-
stream regions with dense buildings exhibit a strong RAM (> 0.6) in
support of a notable modulation mechanism, i.e., the positive (nega-
tive) large-scale velocity excursions induce local enhancement (sup-
pression) of small-scale turbulent fluctuations (Bernardini et al., 2011).
However, the AM is weakened at higher elevations where the buildings
are sparse [z¼ 100 and 200m, respectively, on Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)].
It is also noteworthy that dissimilar AM patterns are depicted on the
windward and leeward sides of a building (or building clusters). The

AM coefficient RAM tends to be negative and positive, respectively, on
the windward sides and in building wakes. This finding suggests that
the presence of buildings modifies the AM in the ASLs over urban
areas in different manners.

Figure 5 presents the shaded contours of RAM on the vertical x–z
plane at different spanwise y locations. It is noteworthy that the wakes
of upstream buildings (regardless of low-rise or high-rise) are always
accompanied by positive RAM. For example, some small wakes are ini-
tiated by low-rise buildings [Figs. 5(b), 5(d), and 5(e)] that illustrate
the positive RAM below a large area of negative RAM in the upstream.
By contrast, negative RAM is observed mostly in the windward regions
of high-rise buildings, especially near the rooftop associated with the
local, fierce flow impingement. A few exceptionally tall buildings result
in abrupt changes of building height that could modify the pressure
and velocity significantly, promoting the RSL level substantially in the
vertical (Cheng and Yang, 2023, Duan et al., 2023). This could be one
of the reasons for the dissimilar behavior of (negative) RAM in the
RSLs. Future work would be carried out to quantify the dynamical
influence on RAM by systematically controlling the changes in building
height in idealized urban morphology.

Figure 6 contrasts the joint probability density function (JPDF)
of dimensionless streamwise u0/us and vertical w0/us fluctuating veloci-
ties in regions with different amplitude modulation coefficient RAM.
The vertical extent is 50� z� 150 m.

Majority anisotropy and asymmetry of momentum flux (u0w0)
are attributed to the large-scale components (uL0 and wL

0). Whilst, the

FIG. 4. Shaded contours of amplitude modulation coefficient RAM in the horizontal x–y plane at z ¼ (a) 50 m, (b) 100m, and (c) 200 m.
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small-scale components (uS0 and wS
0) are rather isotropic (similar

JPDF distribution in u0 and w0) and symmetric that echoes the
Kolmogorov hypothesis (Kolmogorov, 1962). The symmetrically dis-
tributed small-scale eddies suggest relatively inefficient momentum
transport (Fig. 6, last column). It is because the negative contribution
from Q1 and Q3 offsets the positive contribution from Q2 and Q4.
These small-scale eddies, in turn, shelter the flows in the street canyons
(in the form of isotropy), weakening the momentum transport (and
air exchange) with the outer layer. However, the predominant Q2 and
Q4 from LSMs illustrate much more contribution than Q1 and Q3 (Fig.
6, second column), which are beneficial to turbulent transport.

From positive to negative RAM, the mode of JPDF shifts from
ejection (Q2; u0 < 0 and w0 > 0) to sweep (Q4; u0 > 0 and w0 < 0),
while the most extreme events shift from sweep to ejection. This result
indicates that the minority, strong ejection Q2 dominates the transport
in negative AM regions, while the strong Q4 dominates the transport
in widespread, positive AM regions. This result is consistent with the
work of Mathis et al. (2011), in which RAM was found rather consistent
with the skewness of streamwise fluctuating velocity. For example, in
the regions with RAM> 0.3 [Fig. 6(a)], the JPDFmainly resides in neg-
ative u0, while the extremities are in the positive u0 regions, which
could lead to positive streamwise skewness. In the region with RAM
<�0.3 [Fig. 6(d)], the majority shifts from positive to negative u0, so
the skewness turns negative. This finding also echoes our previous
work (Mo et al., 2021, Yao et al., 2022) as well as other studies based
on idealized urban morphology (Raupach, 1981, Zhu et al., 2007) in

which the large-scale, fast (u0 > 0), downward (w0 < 0) motions were
found populating in the RSLs.

The skewness factor (Su and Sw) and their components (large and
small scales) are presented as functions of elevation (z � d)/z0 in
Fig. 7. They measure the asymmetry of distribution quantitatively. In
the RSL, the positive Su (¼ u0u0u0) and negative Sw (¼ w0w0w0) collec-
tively illustrate that most of the extremities are in the form of sweep
(Q4; u0 > 0 and w0 < 0). This finding is consistent with the JPDF in
those regions with widespread, positive RAM [Fig. 6(b)]. In addition,
the large-scale components (uL0uL0uL0) and the scale interaction con-
tribute equally to the streamwise asymmetry in the RSL. By contrast,
in the ISL and the outer layer, the large-scale components account for
most of the streamwise asymmetry, while the scale interaction dimin-
ishes. It is noteworthy that, in the vertical direction, the major asym-
metry is attributed to the scale interaction.

In the ISL, on the other hand, the key contributors are the large-
scale components. The small-scale components contribute insignifi-
cantly to asymmetry at all the elevations because they are isotropic
according to the Kolmogorov hypothesis (Kolmogorov, 1962).
Moreover, the attached eddies hypothesis (Townsend, 1976) assumes
the wall-attached eddies to be Gaussian (zero skewness), which has
been verified thoroughly (Baidya et al., 2019, Marusic et al., 2019, and
Hu et al., 2020). For example, Hu et al. (2020) demonstrated the exis-
tence of three kinds of RSL eddies: detached eddies (large-scale, major
contributor to asymmetry), attached eddies (small-scale, Gaussian,
skewness close to zero), and a few small-scale eddies detached from

FIG. 5. Shaded contours of amplitude modulation coefficient RAM in the vertical x–z plane at y ¼ (a) 300 m, (b) 150m, (c) 0 m, (d) �150m, and (e) �300m.
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the wall, whose symmetry cannot be guaranteed. In the current work,
the building facades provide much more additional surface area than
smooth-wall configurations, promoting the attached eddies in the
small-scale eddies. In this connection, the small-scale eddies seldom
contribute to the RSL asymmetry.

In summary, the isotropic, small-scale eddies populate in the
RSL. Whilst the anisotropic large-scale eddies populate in the ISL and
outer layer. The RSL flows become anisotropic mainly due to the
entrainment of large-scale eddies together with the interaction
between the large-scale and small-scale motions.

C. Conditional sampling

Figure 8(a) illustrates the small-scale streamwise TKE portion
deviation from the mean �S (¼ us0us0=u0u0 ) under large-scale accelera-
tion (uL0 > 0) and large-scale deceleration (uL0 < 0) via conditional
sampling in time domain. The horizontal x–y plane at the street-canyon
level (RSL; z¼ 50 m) is shown. The solid yellow lines and solid black
lines denote the contours for RAM¼ 0.2 and�0.2, respectively. In addi-
tion, the detailed views on the vertical x–z plane at different spanwise
locations (y¼ 150, 0, and�150m) are also presented in Fig. 9(a).

Figures 8(a) and 9(a) show a striking similarity to the
spatial distribution of AM coefficient RAM. When large-scale

FIG. 6. Shaded contours of joint probability density function (JPDF) of dimensionless streamwise u0/us and vertical w0 /us fluctuating velocities in regions with different RAM.
(a) RAM > 0.3, (b) 0<RAM < 0.3, (c) �0.3<RAM < 0, and (d) RAM < �0.3. From left to right: raw signal, large-scale component, and small-scale component,
respectively.

FIG. 7. Skewness factors of (a) streamwise Su (¼ u0u0u0) and (b) vertical Sw
(¼w0w0w0) velocities plotted as functions of elevation (z � d)/z0.
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acceleration (uL0 > 0; usually associated with sweep Q4) is passing by,
small-scale eddies exhibit an energy surplus in positive AM regions in
the street canyons but an energy deficit in the negative AM regions. By
contrast, the passage of large-scale deceleration (uL0 < 0; usually asso-
ciated with sweepQ2) subsequently decreases the small-scale TKE por-
tion in the positive AM regions but increases in the negative AM
regions. This result is also consistent with that in Kim et al. (2020),
which reported that the LSMs of high-momentum (uL0 > 0) and low-

momentum (uL0 < 0) flows lead to the small-scale energy surplus and
deficit, respectively, in permeable rough walls.

Unlike smooth walls or idealized urban morphology (regular lay-
out), in the RSLs (street canyons) over real urban morphology, the
regions with negative RAM are mainly induced by the heterogeneous
building layout. This once again stresses the advantage and impor-
tance of building-resolved LES on complex urban morphology as well
as the near-ground flows and dynamics.

FIG. 8. (a) Shaded contours of small-scale streamwise TKE portion deviation from the mean S (¼ uS 0uS 0=u0u0 ) under large-scale acceleration (uL0 > 0) and large-scale
deceleration (uL0 < 0). The yellow contour line denotes RAM ¼ 0.2, and the black contour line denotes RAM ¼ �0.2. (b) Shaded contours of small-scale vertical TKE portion
deviation from the mean S (¼ wS

0wS
0=w0w 0 ) under large-scale acceleration (uL0 > 0) and large-scale deceleration (uL0 < 0). The yellow and black contour line denotes RAM

¼ 0.2 and RAM ¼ �0.2, respectively.
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Figures 8(b) and 9(b) illustrate the small-scale vertical TKE por-
tion deviation from the mean �S (¼ ws

0ws
0=w0w0 ) under large-scale

accelerating (uL0 > 0) and decelerating (uL0 < 0) flows. Similar to its
streamwise counterpart [Figs. 8(a) and 9(a)], the energy surplus/deficit

of small-scale vertical motions (wS
0wS

0) appears at the passage of large-
scale sweep Q4 and ejection Q2 events in the positive RAM zones.
While in the negative RAM zones, the passages of sweepQ4 and ejection
Q2 induce energy deficit and surplus, respectively, to the small-scale

FIG. 9. (a) Detailed shaded contours of
small-scale streamwise TKE portion devi-
ation from the mean �S (¼ uS 0uS 0=u0u0 )
under large-scale acceleration (uL0 > 0)
and large-scale deceleration (uL0 < 0).
The yellow and black contour lines denote
RAM ¼ 0.2 and RAM ¼ �0.2, respectively.
(b) Detailed shaded contours of small-
scale vertical TKE portion deviation from
the mean �S (¼ ws

0ws
0=w0w 0 ) under

large-scale acceleration (uL0 > 0) and
large-scale deceleration (uL0 < 0). The
yellow and black contour lines denote RAM
¼ 0.2 and RAM ¼ �0.2, respectively.
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eddies. Evidently, the streamwise and vertical fluctuating velocities
share the same AM patterns that are both subject to the AM by large-
scale streamwise fluctuating velocity uL0 (Talluru et al., 2014).

Although the zones with negative and positive RAM are domi-
nated by different flow patterns (Q2 and Q4), the LSMs influence the
small-scale TKE similarly. It is because they both increase the small-
scale TKE by increasing the amplitude of small-scale eddies (Table II).
In other words, the presence of the LSMs increases the small-scale TKE
(turbulence intensity) that subsequently promotes the local transport.

Figure 10 illustrates a schematic diagram summarizing the AM
in the ASLs over real urban morphology, as revealed by the results pre-
sented herein. The large-scale sweeps Q4 and ejections Q2 are aniso-
tropic/asymmetric, so they are effective in transport. In contrast,
small-scale eddies are isotropic/symmetric that shelter the street can-
yons from the outer-layer flows. Most zones in street canyons (RSL)
are subject to positive AMs in which the transport processes are
mainly governed by large-scale sweep Q4. Its passage results in a
small-scale energy surplus locally. While, the passage of ejection Q2
leads to small-scale energy deficits. However, there exist some zones
(mainly the windward side of the buildings) which are subject to
negative AM so the transport is driven by large-scale ejection Q2.
In short, the passage of ejection Q2 and sweep Q4 leads to small-scale
energy deficits and surplus, respectively, over real urban morphology.

V. PRACTICAL IMPLICATION

Although the LSMs are characterized by favorable transport effi-
ciency and remarkable energy, their utilization (for pedestrian-level health
and safety) is rather limited. Focusing on the ASL, this paper investigates
how the LSMs in the outer layer modulate the small-scale eddies in the
street canyons over a range of urban morphology, paving the avenue to
the transport enhancement by LSMs with proper urban planning, achiev-
ing a sustainable living environment in the modern metropolis.

First of all, LSMs, regardless of the sight of the AM coefficient
RAM (positive or negative), excite the small-scale eddies in street can-
yons, modifying the local transport performance. Apart from promot-
ing pedestrian-level winds, AM provides an alternative solution to
improve pedestrian-level air quality by generating more large-scale
turbulence through controlling the design, such as shape, height, and
orientation, of new buildings properly. New development projects
could be evaluated in the design stage to initiate more turbulence by
refining the architectural design.

Second, near-ground regions are mostly dominated by sweep Q4
(fresh air entrainment) that are favorable for landuse with residential
buildings and schools. By contrast, negative AM zones are governed
by ejection Q2 that is appropriate for landuse with hazardous materi-
als, such as power plants and waste treatment, to avoid re-entrainment
of emitted pollutants. With the proper selection in the positive AM
regions, the pedestrian-level air quality could be improved by enhanc-
ing the AM through architectural design or urban planning, realizing
a sustainable living environment in the metropolis.

Furthermore, AM (either negative or positive RAM) enhances the
small-scale eddies in street canyons which directly affect the mixing of
chemically reactive pollutants, such as vehicular exhaust nitric oxide (NO)
and ozone (O3). There is no doubt that its influence on chemically reactive
pollutant transport in street canyons is worthy of further investigation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we critically examined the AM in the ASLs over
real urban morphology. Similar to its smooth-wall counterpart, most

TABLE II. Correlation between large-scale turbulence structure and small-scale
TKE.

RAM > 0 RAM < 0

Large-scale events
Q4

(dominant) Q2
Q2

(dominant) Q4

Fluctuation direction uL0 > 0 uL0 < 0 uL0 < 0 uL0 > 0
Small-scale amplitude Increase Decrease Increase Decrease
Small-scale TKE Increase Decrease Increase Decrease

FIG. 10. Schematic summarizes the
inner–outer-layer interaction in real-urban
ASL as revealed by the results presented
herein.
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near-ground regions (RSLs) exhibit a positive AM coefficient RAM
> 0. Evidently, the small-scale turbulence structures in street canyons
are modulated by the outer-layer LSMs. In addition, different building
configurations are found to affect AM significantly. In this study, nega-
tive AM, RAM < 0, is unprecedentedly found in the RSL on the wind-
ward side of buildings, illustrating the influence of heterogeneous
building surfaces and flow dynamics together with the unique results
in the presence of explicitly resolved buildings. It is obviously one of
the key advantages of resolving buildings explicitly in LESs compared
with empirical RSL modeling or even Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes (RANS) turbulence models.

A range of dominant turbulence structures are found in zones
with positive or negative AM. In the zones with positive AM, large-
scale sweep Q4 dominates, increasing the small-scale TKE in the street
canyons. However, the infrequent passage of large-scale ejection Q2
tends to reduce the small-scale TKE locally. By contrast, in zones with
negative AM, large-scale ejection Q2 dominates the transport, increas-
ing the small-scale TKE in the street canyon. Whereas, the infrequent
passage of large-scale sweep tends to reduce the small-scale TKE there.

In addition, majority flow anisotropy and asymmetry are initi-
ated by the large-scale velocity components together with the scale
interaction between large- and small-scale eddies. The small-scale
eddies are rather weak in momentum transport, sheltering the street-
canyon flows from the outer-layer dynamics aloft. Moreover, their
positive (Q2 and Q4) and negative (Q1 and Q3) contributions to
momentum flux offset each other. This finding consistently illustrates
the significance of LSM entrainment in improving local transport
processes.
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